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Bring a Privatized Banking
Seminar to your city.
Present the powerful combination of • Demystifies Fractional Reserve Banking

Austrian Economics,
The Sound Money Solution
& The Infinite Banking Concept
to your Special Group

• Learn how you can personally secede from
our crumbling monetary regime and improve
your financial future.
• Sound economic reasoning with a sound
private strategy to direct the individual
toward the escape exit.
• Learn the warning signs of a coming crash
and the steps you need to take to avoid them.

3 Speaker / Authors from the
Austrian School of Economics

L. Carlos Lara
Robert P. Murphy, Ph.D.
Paul A. Cleveland, Ph.D.
3 Dynamic, Informative, Inspirational
and Educational Hours
Inquire directly with Carlos Lara 615-482-1793,
or Robert P. Murphy 212-748-9095,
or e-mail us at info@usatrustonline.com

Overview
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Lara-Murphy Report
October 2011 - With all of the unrest and scary threats
of riots and mayhem, now is not the time to lose
nerve. We need to stay focused on building the 10%!
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F e at u r e d

The Rise and Fall of a Citizen

Sometimes what is happening at a national level
seems so disconnected to what is happening to us
personally. That is what it seems like. BY L. CARLOS LARA

The Promise and Pitfalls
of Tax Reforms

Which is best? 9-9-9? Flat-Tax? Fair Tax? Consumption
Tax? VAT? A smart answer... BY DR. ROBERT P. MURPHY
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Economic Deep End

Pulse On The Market
Bad Medicine
Big Fat Greek Debt • IMF Takes
Church Distortion • Occupy What?

Communism
Interview With

Jozef Abrman

There is no such thing as a perfect system. Being
frustrated with the abuses in the free market system
is appropriate. Using that energy to repair the market
freely is far better than the complete destruction of it.

One More Thing

Events & Engagements

You may want to learn more in person from Lara,
Murphy, and other Austrian economists.
Here
is where they will be in the coming months.
Cover Photo from Flickr by: shakestercody
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ABOUT LARA
& MURPHY
L. Carlos Lara manages a consulting firm
specializing in corporate
trust services, business
consulting and debtorcreditor relations.
The firm’s primary
service is working with
companies in financial
crisis. Serving business
clients nationwide over a
period of three decades,
these engagements have
involved companies in
most major industries
including, manufacturing, distribution and retail. Lara
incorporated his consulting company in 1976 and is
headquartered in Nashville, Tennessee.
He married Anne H. Browning in 1970.
Together they have three children and five
grandchildren.
Dr. Robert P. “Bob” Murphy received his Ph.D.
in economics from New
York University. After
teaching for three years at
Hillsdale College, Murphy
left academia to work for
Arthur Laffer’s investment
firm. Murphy now
runs his own consulting
business and maintains
an economics blog at
ConsultingByRPM.com.
He is the author of several
economics books for the
layperson, including The
Politically Incorrect Guide to the Great Depression and the
New Deal (Regnery, 2009).
Murphy is an adjunct scholar with the Ludwig
von Mises Institute. He lives in Nashville, Tennessee
with his wife and son.
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“It is the masses that determine the course of history, but its initial movement must start with the individual.”

- How Privatized Banking Really Works

Lara-Murphy Report

October 2011
Dear Readers,

Photo from Flickr by: Eric derekGavey

Brilliant young socialists like Friedrich A. Hayek and William Ropke from Germany, and Lionel Robbins in England
were among the many economists who were converted by Ludwig von Mises’s book Socialism during the 1920s and
1930s. For many years afterward they became followers and disciples of Mises.
In his book on The Theory of Money and Credit, published during the same period, Mises continued to develop the
Business Cycle Theory in which he stressed that inflationary credit created unsound booms in capital investments—
stock markets and real estate. These would sooner or later collapse causing deep depressions in the economy. This led
him to conclude that all government interventions, especially in monetary policy, were always counterproductive. Each
intervention only creates new problems, which invariably put government on the spot and needing to make a choice:
either rescind the original intervention, or go on to a new one. Thus, all government interventions are obstructive, and
lead logically back to laissez-faire free markets or on to full-fledged socialism.
We have all benefitted greatly from these insights from so long ago, especially now as we witness our own government
and Federal Reserve officials doing precisely this very thing right before our eyes.
It took great courage for Mises to continue his work in the face of a Keynesian economics tsunami that came after
1937. The growth of socialism and Nazism drove him from his beloved Austria. He arrived in New York City in
1940 virtually penniless, a man of nearly sixty. His entire world, hopes, and dreams had been completely shattered
and he was forced to make a new life in a strange country with an unfamiliar language. Many of his best friends and
colleagues had deserted him. Consequently, he carried the whole of the Austrian school of economics virtually alone
on his back.
In spite of this, in 1949 Mises went on to publish his greatest achievement, Human Action. From the very beginning
it was a remarkable publishing phenomenon. It became an instant classic and helped forge the Austrian school not
only for scholars and students, but also for businessmen, ministers, journalists, and housewives. This book is about
everything! It makes economics whole. In all matters theoretical or political, Mises never waivers, nor does he bow the
knee to gain respectability, or political favor. Mises only proves to be an inspiration and example for us all.
Yours very truly,
Carlos and Bob
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Recent
developments
that may be
of interest to
readers of the
Lara-Murphy
Report…
PULSE ON THE MARKET

PULSE
ON THE
MARKET
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Bad Medicine

Eurozone Still in Crisis. Last month we summed up the situation in Europe by saying, “Be afraid, be
very afraid.” We think that is a prediction that has been fulfilled. It used to be that Greece was the hot
button topic. But now it’s Italy that’s on the ropes, with outstanding government debt the equivalent of
$2.6 trillion. The markets soared on recent news of a new bailout package—with an estimated impact
of $1.4 trillion—but we still stand behind our analysis in the September 2011 issue (“A Primer on the
Sovereign Debt Crisis”). You don’t solve financial crises by borrowing and printing money—that’s what
eventually gets you into crisis.

5

Big Fat Greek Debt

Not All Insurance Is Created Equal. As part of the most recent iteration of the European debt “solution”
(which may very well be obsolete by the time you read these words), holders of Greek government debt
are taking a 50% writedown in principal. You might think that those bondholders who had the wisdom
to buy credit default swaps—basically insurance contracts on their bonds—would be sitting pretty.
Alas, you would be wrong. Austrian financial blogger Robert Wenzel reports: “The bankster-controlled
International Swaps and Derivatives Association has ruled that the Greek 50% haircut was ‘voluntarily’
accepted by bondholders so they are entitled to exactly ZERO based on their insurance against such a
default.”

IMF Takes

The U.S. Taxpayer Wears Many Hats. Eventually the International Monetary Fund (IMF) may get in
on the action with the European bailouts. If so, remember that the United States government contributes
about 18% of the IMF’s budget. Sort of like the United State military handing control over the Libya
operations to NATO.

Occupy Prison Cells and ERs. Although they would benefit from subscriptions to the LMR, the
Occupy ______________ crowds are understandably upset over taxpayer bailouts of the banker fat
cats. Unfortunately, most of the protestors seem to lack a true understanding of the root causes of
our economic instability and the obvious injustice of this world. Whether one applauds the protestors
as courageous rebels or condemns them as lazy whiners, it is an alarming trend that we now have
mass unrest breaking out all over the world. As governments are forced to cut back more and more on
“social” spending—or if they turn to the printing presses in a Hail Mary pass—expect the protests and
even rioting to grow. There have already been bloody confrontations between police and protestors in
Oakland, not to mention in foreign countries. Things are going to get a lot worse before they get better.

Occupy What?

Photo from Flickr by: Biscarotte

Church Distortion

Don’t Tell Martin Luther… This month the Vatican’s Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace released a
document calling for a world economic authority and condemning the “idolatry of the market.” Austrian
historian, headliner of our two most recent Nights of Clarity, and arch-Catholic Tom Woods got a
chance to respond on NPR’s website. He wrote, “It’s been idolatry not of the market but of central banks,
the institutionalized sources of moral hazard and financial instability around the world. (The aura of
infallibility and the cult of personality surrounding Fed chairmen make the language of idolatry more
than mere poetic license.)”

PULSE ON THE MARKET
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THE RISE AND FALL
OF A CITIZEN

PART.1
THE RISE AND FALL OF A CITIZEN
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Fortunate is the young
person who has been taught
basic money fundamentals by
good parents and caring teachers.
As a society we all benefit
from this type of education,
but so often, this opportunity
is not possible for everyone.
Sometimes our individual family
backgrounds, life circumstances
and experiences interrupt this
important
social
function.
Regardless of this inequality,
eventually we are all forced to
learn how money works as we age
and mature. We may not grow to
learn everything there is to know
about money, but we learn soon
enough that in order to obtain
the things we need in life, money
is required. The simple fact of
life is that we all have to earn
our living and no matter how we
attempt to explain our economic
environment in terms of the past,
present or future, we cannot do it
and ignore “economic man.”
As a father and grandfather,
one of my most troublesome
concerns is the realization that
so many young people must start
life loaded down with thousands
of dollars in college debt before
they even enter the work force.
We have all seen these statistics
and we ask ourselves in alarm,
“How could this have happened?”
“Who would even permit such
poor planning for a young
person?” The image it conjures
up for us seems backwards—
like putting the proverbial cart
before the horse. And yet, I do
Photo on left from Flickr by: gregwest98

know how this has happened.
Many, I am sure, would dismiss
all of this as a clear indicator
of the financial ignorance that
exists in our society. But I insist
that there is another contributor
to this unfortunate situation.
That contributor is “government
meddling.” This intrusion is
found not only in our educational
system, but also in just about every
facet of our lives, and it is growing
behind the scenes at an alarming
rate. Before we go blaming our
parents or ourselves for the poor
financial planning we may have
done or the money dilemmas
in which we find ourselves, we
must realize that government’s
growing stranglehold on society
is destroying all of our economic
freedoms one by one. When
we get into a financial bind
we tend to blame everyone
and
everything,
especially
ourselves, while the real enemy,
who deserves all the blame, is
completely overlooked. Witness
the Occupy Wall Street movement.

7

Without
proper
economic
education we can go through life
totally unaware that government
interventions, especially in the
area of our money, are the source
of all our economic problems.
I know, because this was once
my situation, and I paid a heavy
price for my ignorance. Once the
long arm of government grabs
us, it’s too late. Escaping its
grip can take years. Sometimes
digging out of a governmentmade financial hole can take an
entire lifetime, and sometimes
we never escape. Some of us fall
through the cracks of life and
wind up on the streets, where we
become completely dependent,
subservient to government until
the end.
Early Beginnings

46 years ago when I was
enrolling in college I had no
earthly idea what profession or
career I would pursue, but I also
know I was not unique in this

Photo from Flickr by: david_shankbone

BY L. CARLOS LARA
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position. Most of my high school
friends had no idea either; we just
wanted to be rich and famous.
Our attitude was that we could
accomplish anything our hearts
desired.
My first obligation as I
graduated high school was to
register for the draft, because this
was a government mandate for
all eighteen-year-olds. And then
it was off to college. I had worked
on weekends and summers ever
since I was in junior high, so
working while I went to college
was not anything unusual for
me. Since I had to pay for my
own college education, I lived at
home and commuted to school
three days a week. On Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays I
worked at a prestigious men’s
clothing store in downtown
Dallas. There I learned to sell fine
apparel to wealthy businessmen.
Suits were priced anywhere from
$87.50 to $150 for the top of the

line. Sport Coats were half that
price. Dress shirts were $8.50
and fine silk ties were $3.50. A
fine pair of dress slacks could be
purchased for $12.00. Shoes were
$18.00. All the merchandise was
manufactured here in the United
States.
I was full of self-confidence
and quite content with my
situation.
My
parents,
however,
complained regularly of rising
food prices. I would also notice
uneasiness in the conversations
of adults about the state of the
economy. Only two years prior,
our U.S. President had been
assassinated. Talk on the streets
was about communism and how
it was on the rise. The other topic
was the Viet Nam War and its
escalation. But truthfully I had
no real understanding of any of
this and, quite frankly, I preferred
to ignore it all. At the time it was

Photo from Flickr by: “G” jewels g is for grandma
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no concern of mine. The year was
1965.
One day I arrived at work
and learned that the store
was in financial trouble. This
was alarming news since this
establishment had been in
business over 75 years. There were
7 stores in the chain and they
were all in trouble. The owner
had flown in from company
headquarters to break the news
to all of his longtime employees.
The future of the company was
undecided. But there was another
gentleman who came to visit
with the owner that day, one who
seemed to portray an attitude of
assurance and stability for the
future of the company. I later
learned that he had been hired by
the owner to return the business
to profitability. Of all the events
of that particular day, it was this
man’s role as a rehabilitation
expert that impressed me the
most. His business card had the

Photo from Flickr by: expertinfantry
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title of Consultant. Not only did
I not know what it meant, I had
never even heard of the term
until that moment. Interestingly,
no one else had ever heard of it
either. Consulting was a brand
new field of endeavor.
Even though I was only
part-time help, I worked very
hard over the next 6 months
following the strategy of the
Consultant, but the store still
had to close its doors. My hard
work, however, paid off because
I had caught the attention of the
consultant and before the last day
of business he asked me to come
work for him. Although it was a
dream come true, I had to turn
him down because I was still in
school and had three years to go.
He said he would wait for me.
After this work experience
I moved on and continued my
studies. By now I had decided on a
degree in business and consulting
became my dream profession.
I took a job working for the
famous Neiman Marcus store in
the one and only shopping mall
in the entire state of Texas. Malls
were a retailing experiment at
the time. Most retail businesses
were concentrated in downtown
areas. At the time, there were
over 250,000 men and women’s
specialty stores in small as well
as major cities of the United
States. Neiman’s itself was only
a three-store chain at that time,
but its flagship store in the
central business district of Dallas
was known all over the world.
My previous work experience
made me stand out in this new

Photo from Flickr by: Florida Keys--Public Libraries

retail environment. There I had
an opportunity to work under
the renowned Stanley Marcus,
Neiman’s President, and I began
moving up the management
ladder rather quickly. This is
where I met Anne, my wife,
and soon after we were making
marriage plans and hopes for a
new career at Neiman Marcus.
But suddenly an interruption
occurred. My lottery number for
the draft came up and I was faced
with going to war. I was twentytwo years old and scared.
Only in hindsight utilizing
my knowledge of Austrian
economics can I see the direct
connection between the collapse
of the retail establishment
for which I worked and my
abrupt call to military duty.
Unbeknownst to me the cost
of the Viet Nam war had been
steadily rising.
Government
began to borrow heavily in order
to pay for it. This inflationary
strategy created loose credit

LMR
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within our borders, banks began
lending freely, and the money
supply increased. Suddenly
people had more money in their
possession. Businesses began
to expand without boundaries.
In my particular retail arena
the mall experiment in the
suburbs became the “roll-out”
model for real estate developers.
Thousands of “mom and pop”
retailers, convinced that they
would double their sales volume
and profitability, were seduced
into opening multiple stores in
newly developed malls. A huge
bubble in the retail sector of the
economy developed.
This was a recipe for
failure. Mom and pop retailers,
who could easily manage one
store in a downtown area, had
no idea how to run multiple
stores or manage the expanding
inventory levels required to fuel
them. Instead of doubling their
sales volume, they doubled and
tripled their expenses and losses
THE RISE AND FALL OF A CITIZEN
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began to mount. Debt increased
dramatically and so did prices
on everything. Nevertheless,
everybody, including merchandise
suppliers were foolishly getting
into the expansion act. In three
short years, men’s suits jumped to
over $200. Ties hit $12.50 and all
other men’s accessories followed.
Suppliers began to panic as they
saw their receivables rise when
retailers were unable to pay. A
credit crunch ensued. Thousands
of retailers suddenly found
themselves in financial trouble.
A ripple effect began across many
other industries. The contraction
was set in motion.
Abroad, foreign governments
were dismayed at our loose
monetary policy. This excessive
money printing was drastically

Neiman Marcus on Left
THE RISE AND FALL OF A CITIZEN

weakening the U.S. dollar.
Since our dollar was the reserve
currency of foreign central
banks and dollars could still be
redeemed for gold, our large
stockpile of the precious metal
started leaving the country in
large quantities. A national and
international crisis ensued. The
outcry against the war escalated.
Already 35,000 young men had
given their lives. I was next in
line without a voice in the matter.
The Rise

I was in my eighth week
of Marine Corps boot camp at
Parris Island, South Carolina
when I was summoned to the drill
sergeant’s office. An emergency
phone call had come in and the
party was on hold waiting to
speak to me. This had to be bad
because we were not allowed to
communicate with the outside
world except through mail
correspondence. But instead of a
serious mishap back home, I was
shocked to hear the familiar voice
of none other than the consultant.
The three years were up and he
was making good on his original
offer. Business was booming and
he needed help. I listened to all
of this in wide-eyed amazement
as the drill sergeant’s ugly face
was right up against me almost
touching the tip of my nose. He
heard every word of that fateful
conversation and so I paid dearly
for that call the minute I hung up
the phone. But somehow I didn’t
care even though my punishment
was painful. I was getting married
that November immediately
upon release from active duty

as a Reservist and now I had
secured a new job paying three
times the amount I was making
at Neiman’s, in the brand new
field of my dream profession—
consulting.
The absolute nerve it must
have taken for the consultant to
call me that day was not easily
forgotten. I should have known
that it was a premonition. I
soon discovered that my new
responsibilities required nerves
of steel much like his, and I had
to develop them fast. At age 23
I was immediately thrown into
managing multi-million dollar
retail operations swimming in
red ink, with balance sheets at
the brink of bankruptcy. I went
from the pinnacle of managing
exclusive inventories using the
buying and selling expertise of
the merchant prince of Neiman
Marcus, to court room meetings
with angry creditors and bank
loan officers demanding their
money. I closed and shuttered
unprofitable retail space every
month, CEOs were fired and
employees were let go. Onehundred-year-old
companies
came crashing down from the
strain of debt, but no sooner
would one fall than another
would be on the ropes. I spent
Monday thru Friday’s traveling
from one failing operation to
another, literally changing planes
and destinations at airports
several times a day. In the three
short years I worked with the
consultant I saw him no more
than a dozen times face to face,
but I talked to him daily by
phone. Consequently my entire

OCTOBER 2011
consulting education developed
by way of hands-on experience.
The work was exhausting and it
seemed to have no end, but the
money was good…very good. I
was making so much more than
my contemporaries. And I was
so young.
Airplane travel was mostly
by prop, although though some
jets were used for coast-tocoast trips. The entire flying
experience was exciting. Airports
themselves were noisy places
that would easily fill with smoke
every time a door opened while
an airplane was gunning its

engines. But smoke rarely ever
bothered any us. Most of us were
already engulfed in smoke of our
own making. Cigarettes were
commonplace. It was the same
thing on the airplane itself, there
was always a cloud of smoke at
the rear of each plane where
smoking was permitted. But the
service was impeccable. Not only
were the stewardesses young,
beautiful and courteous, but also
the food and drinks were great.
Most importantly, the airlines
were very profitable.
When the action started to
move west the consultant wanted

LMR
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to head in that direction, but I had
to say no. By now I had purchased
a home in Nashville, Tennessee
where my wife’s parents lived and
I had two children to support.
I launched my own consulting
firm, continuing in the same
line of work and the money
kept rolling in, only more of it.
Armed only with a hand held
Braun calculator, I would amaze
my clients with the calculating
genius of this simple tool. Since
not many people had ever seen
these devices it made me a
financial guru extraordinaire.
Remember, these were the days
before computers so cash flow

Photo from Flickr by: NYCMarines
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projections, the one spreadsheet
for calculating workout formulas,
were the domain of the experts,
and I happened to be one of
them. As ridiculous as it may
seem today, the hand held
calculator commanded awe and
respect every time I pulled it
out of my brief case. No one
ever argued with the numbers it
would calculate.
Making money seemed to

Fed Chairman Arthur Frank Burns ‘70 - ‘78
THE RISE AND FALL OF A CITIZEN

be as easy as picking it up off the
streets. The only problem with
having too much money is that you
tend to walk around thinking you
are smart, right about everything.
That’s unfortunate. But most of
this misconception comes from
down right ignorance of the
true nature of money, credit and
how it circulates in our economy.
I simply didn’t know how to
connect the dots. However, this
problem was not unique to me. I
had lots of company. John Adams
had declared this a basic problem
of society in 1850. I did not have
the foresight to consider why
I was making so much money
while others were not. What I
didn’t know was that there were
powerful forces operating behind
the scenes enriching themselves
at the public’s expense. I was
just unaware of them, and for
the time being, I was benefitting
from their machinations simply
because I happened to be at the
right place at the right time. It
would not be this way for long.
Yes, I was working hard at trying
to save businesses from failing,
but the contractions being caused
by banking actions at a much
higher level were changing the

economic landscape. The little
guy was getting hammered.
In 1971 the Dow was 885.
President Nixon took our dollar
totally off the gold standard and
declared the Bretton Woods
Agreement (the 1945 agreement
that gave foreign central banks
the right to redeem their dollars
for gold) null and void. At this
point, the U.S. dollar—and by
extension, the currencies of
other world powers—was an
asset unto itself, having no link
to the precious metals. The only
restraint on the printing of new
paper dollars was the discretion
of Federal Reserve officials.
There were no formal checks left
on their appetite for inflation.
After Nixon removed these last
shackles, the U.S. suffered from
an orgy of dollar printing. I did
not recognize the effects all of
this would ultimately have on my
young family, my business, and
on me.
I could not foresee the train
wreck that was ahead.
Next month— The Fall.
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+
Fund Your Own

Bailout.

If you don’t like giving large sums of money to banks and mortgage companies to finance your cars, homes, boats, capital
expenditures for business needs or any thing else you need to finance, then you are going to really like this alternative. The
rebirth of P rivatized B anking is underway. You can take advantage of the years of experience that these three authors in these two
books are offering you. Go to: www.usatrustonline.com click: store and look for both of these books among the other fine books.
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The
Promise and
Pitfalls of
Tax Reform
THE PROMISE AND PITFALLS OF TAX REFORM

OCTOBER 2011
B Y D R . R O B E R T P.
MURPHY

With Herman Cain’s 9-99 plan, the pundits and political
junkies have started tossing
around phrases such as “closing
loopholes” and “supply-side
stimulus.” We thought it would
be helpful for our readers to offer
an introduction to the economic
logic behind tax reform, as well
as some caution when it comes to
the method by which politicians
fleece us.
Not All Tax Codes
Are Created Equal

When it comes to tax
reform, the first and most basic
point is that tax structure matters.
There are many different goals or
principles when it comes to tax
policy, and different tax structures
satisfy or violate these principles
in different ways.

taxpayers. With a 100% income
tax, even though very little (if any)
revenue would flow to the IRS,
clearly the American economy
would collapse—at least if the
100% rate were enforced with
draconian penalties. Just about
all economic activity would be
forced into the black market and
home production. Nobody would
bother running grocery stores, so
everybody would have to grow
his own food, etc.
Already we see then that
“minimizing the revenue taken
from taxpayers” isn’t necessarily
the only principle at stake. If Tax
Structure #1 takes (say) $2 trillion
from citizens while Tax Structure
#2 takes $1.5 trillion, we can’t
be sure that #2 is preferable—
even if we really detest taxes and
think the government already
spends way too much money. For
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example, what if Tax Structure #1
is our current tax code, while Tax
Structure #2 works by forcing
families to pay $1.5 trillion to the
government for the right to keep
custody of their children? Even
the most hardcore libertarians
would probably agree that Tax
Structure #2 was the more evil of
the two.
Standard Goals of
Tax Policy

Mainstream
economists
have written loads of material
on the economically sensible way
to design tax policy. Austrian
economists typically haven’t
written as much, because they
spend their time arguing against
taxes, rather than the best way to
design them. (1.) However, Murray
Rothbard gives an exhaustive

Photo from Flickr by: alancleaver_2000

To give a simple example,
consider
two
different
arrangements: First, we could
have an income tax of 0%. Or,
we could have an income tax
of 100%. In both scenarios, the
government will probably collect
$0 in income tax revenue. It will
obviously do so when the tax rate
is 0%, but it will probably also do
so at 100%, since nobody is going
to report any income only to turn
it over to the government.
This exaggerated example
shows that there is more to the
tax code than simply the amount
of revenue extracted from the
THE PROMISE AND PITFALLS OF TAX REFORM
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treatment of tax issues in Chapter
12 of his treatise, Man, Economy,
and State.

mutes the incentives on the
most economically productive
members of society.

In mainstream analysis,
some of the presumed goals of
tax policy are fairness, simplicity,
and efficiency. The idea is to raise
a desired amount of revenue in a
way that doesn’t offend our sense
of decency (such as having the
poor pay all the taxes and the rich
pay none), but also doesn’t burden
citizens with onerous paperwork.
Another crucial criterion of
good tax policy is that the target
revenue is raised in a manner that
doesn’t cripple economic growth
or unnecessarily distort market
outcomes.

The Calls for a “Flat Tax”

These objectives ultimately
conflict with each other, and
they are all in tension with the
government’s desire to extract
revenue. For example, the more
the government seeks to tax, the
harder it is to design a tax code
that doesn’t cripple the incentive
to work and invest.
For
another,
perhaps
more basic, conflict among the
criteria, the goal of fairness for
many people means that richer
individuals should pay a higher
percentage of their income
in taxes than poorer people
do. Yet a so-called graduated
income tax (with higher rates
on higher income brackets)

This conflict between (what
many perceive to be) fairness and
efficiency shows up in debates
over a so-called flat tax. Many
economists, particularly those on
the “right,” recommend abolition
of the multi-tiered tax brackets
of the current IRS code, and
replacing them with a single
rate that applies to all taxpayers,
regardless of income.
The
logic
here
is
straightforward: Other things
equal, people—especially the
most
productive—have
an
incentive to earn more when the
top marginal tax rate is lowered.
For example, suppose a tax
code originally has two brackets,
where citizens pay a tax of 20%
on their income from $0 to
$100,000, and then 75% on all
income above $100,000. Further
suppose that because of the way
the numbers shake out in our
hypothetical population, a single
rate of 40% on all income would
(initially) bring in the same total
receipts, if people behaved in the
same way under either tax code.
The logic behind moving
to such a flat tax is that the tax
base would expand more quickly

FLAT
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in the second scenario, because
people would not behave the
same. Consider: In the original
scenario, after someone’s income
is at least $100,000 and thus gets
dinged at the original top rate of
75%, a person who earns an extra
$1,000 in pre-tax income only
gets to keep $250 of it. But if the
government replaces the twobracket system with a flat rate of
40%, then the person earning an
extra $1,000 in pre-tax income
gets to keep $600 of it. Thus the
after-tax return from earning
additional income has risen 140
percent! This is an incredible
change in incentives, targeted at
the very people in society most
likely to take advantage of it.
People who work in a 9-to-5
salaried job often fail to appreciate
just how “elastic” income can be,
for the most productive members
of the economy. For example,
a famous musician might play
more concerts, and a movie star
might take on more roles, if they
get to keep 60% of the earnings
rather than only 25%. People of
modest means need to remember
that it’s not an all-or-nothing
switch when it comes to “the
rich.” There is a whole spectrum
of the time and effort devoted
to a small business, for example,
and the marginal rewards for
additional effort will strongly
influence behavior.

TAX
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The reader should keep in
mind that the tax base shrinks
or expands not just because of
individual effort, but also because
people move based on the tax
code. A famous bit of anecdotal
evidence is the Beatles move
out of high-tax England to the
United States. (Presumably the
episode also motivated George
Harrison to write “Tax Man.” The
Rolling Stones’ Keith Richards
reportedly said, “We left England
because we’d be paying 98
cents on the dollar.”) For more
rigorous results, Figure 1 shows
that a change in California’s top
rate for the state income tax of
less than two percentage points,
coincided with large swings in
the outflow versus inflow of
California residents to and from
other states. (Note the figures

exclude foreign immigration into
Calfornia.)
Thus we see that cutting
the top income tax rate—which
will happen mathematically if a
multi-bracket system is replaced
with a single-rate flat tax—will
cause the underlying tax base to
grow more quickly, both because
citizens will earn and report more
income, but also because there
will be more citizens moving into
the jurisdiction and contributing
to the tax pool.
Of course, maintaining
incentives for upper-income
earners isn’t the only goal of tax
policy. Many people obviously
believe that for a given target
revenue, the fair thing to do
is distribute the burden most
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heavily on those who can most
easily afford to shoulder it. Note
that in our hypothetical example,
the tax rate on the poorest people
doubled from 20% to 40%.
“Closing Loopholes”

The importance of lowering
marginal tax rates explains
the tax-reformers’ obsession
with
“closing
loopholes.”
By
eliminating
deductions,
exemptions, tax credits, etc., the
government can raise the same
total revenue with lower tax rates.
For example, suppose Jim
earns $100,000, and that the
tax code originally features a
standard $10,000 deduction and
a 10% marginal tax rate. That

Figure 1: Effects of State Income Tax on California Population Flows
Source: Robert P. Murphy, “Ending the Revenue Rollercoaster,” Pacific Research Institute, May 2008.
THE PROMISE AND PITFALLS OF TAX REFORM
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means Jim will end up paying
the IRS $9,000 in total tax—his
taxable income is $90,000, which
gets hit with a 10% rate.
Yet the government could
also raise the same $9,000
from Jim (if he doesn’t alter
his behavior) by getting rid of
the standard deduction, while
lowering the marginal tax rate
from 10% down to 9%. This
potentially could be a win-win
reform to the tax code, because
Jim will now have the opportunity
to earn additional income and
retain a higher fraction of it (91
cents on the dollar as opposed
to the original 90), and the
government will end up getting
more revenue out of Jim. In the
worst case scenario, where Jim
doesn’t alter his behavior, then
his after-tax income, as well as
the government’s tax receipts, are
the same.
Another major reason
economists tend to hate
“loopholes” is that they allow
politicians to give artificial
inducements to pet projects or
powerful constituencies. For
example, the government might
have a high general level of
taxation, but grant exemptions
to municipal bonds. This pushes
people into lending local
governments more money than
they otherwise would have.
The tax advantages given to
renewable energy companies and
to home mortgage borrowers
(who can deduct their interest
expenses) also distort the
economy away from its freemarket configuration.

The debates on closing
loopholes are heated. Critics
warn that once a deduction
or exemption is taken away—
perhaps in conjunction with
lowering the marginal rates—
the government will slowly jack
the rates back up, but without
restoring the loophole. Thus the
taxpayers will get the worst of
both worlds, high marginal rates
and no oasis of deductibility.
Proponents
of
closing
loopholes, on the other hand,
argue that the politicians are
going to extract as much revenue
as the public will tolerate.
Therefore, they argue, it’s little
consolation to allow home buyers
to deduct their mortgage interest
expense. It just means that the
government will jack up the rates
on the various brackets so that
the smaller taxable income base
is hit with a deeper extraction.
Here too, the taxpayers get
hit with a double-whammy: a
distorted tax code and a massive
redistribution of their resources
to the government.

taxing” saving and investment.
Suppose interest rates are 5%,
and that Jane earns $100,000 in
salary from her employer. With
no income or consumption
tax, Jane can take a given (say)
$1,000 of her paycheck, and use
it to buy either $1,000 worth of
goodies today, or she can invest
it and buy $1,050 worth of
goodies next year. She will adjust
her present consumption and
saving decisions until she has the
desired trade-off between present
versus future enjoyments.
Now
suppose
the
government
imposes
a
consumption tax of (say) 10%.
Jane is poorer, to be sure, because
whenever she decides to spend
her money on goodies—either
today or in the future—she will
get hit with the 10% tax. However,
Jane’s saving rate won’t be directly
affected. If she spends $1,000

Income Versus Consumption Taxes

Another major area of tax
reform concerns the specific
types of taxes to be levied. For
example, many
economists
would love to see the income
tax abolished, to be replaced by
a “consumption tax” (versions of
which are a national sales tax or a
Value Added Tax [VAT]).
The rationale behind these
proposals is that the income tax
has the nasty effect of “double

THE PROMISE AND PITFALLS OF TAX REFORM
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10% rate. Rather than deciding
between $1,000 of goodies today
versus $1,050 of goodies next
year, Jane must decide between
$1,000 today versus ($1,050 - $5)
= $1,045 next year.

today, she’ll get $900 in goodies,
whereas if she invests it for a year,
she’ll get ($1050 - $105) = $945
in goodies. Just as before, Jane
gains a 5% growth in potential
consumption for every year she is
willing to postpone gratification.
Since the marginal trade-offs to
consuming now versus later are
the same, Jane will end up saving
the same fraction of her income
(unless she becomes less frugal
simply because the tax has made
her generally poorer).
In contrast, suppose the
government doesn’t use a
consumption tax, but instead

imposes a 10% income tax on
Jane. This not only makes her
poorer (as does the consumption
tax), but it also distorts the tradeoff between consumption and
saving.
When Jane earns her
$100,000 salary, right away the
government lops off $10,000.
At this point, Jane can choose to
spend some of it (say $1,000) on
consumption, in which case she’ll
get $1,000 in goodies. But if she
wants to save and invest that
$1,000, then the $50 she earns
in interest will itself be taxed as
income in the next year, at the

Thus we see that the
income tax is NOT equivalent
to the consumption tax, in
extracting revenue from Jane.
The consumption tax maintains
the original free-market tradeoff between consumption and
saving. The income tax, on the
other hand, effectively lowers the
interest rate from its true value of
5% down to the (after-tax) rate
of 4.5%. With a lower effective
interest rate, the benefit of saving
and investment fall, and Jane is
likely to consume more of her
income today.
The above reasoning is what
most analysts have in mind when
they tout the (alleged) virtues
of a consumption versus an
income tax, saying that it avoids
“double taxation” and doesn’t
penalize saving. However, we
need to be careful. As Murray
Rothbard pointed out, the
economy is interconnected and
a “consumption tax” isn’t limited
to consumption. It ultimately
boomerangs and lowers the
income of workers, landowners,
and capitalists, because after all
they derive their revenues from
how much consumers spend
on final goods and services.
(To see the point clearly: If the
government slapped a 500% tax
on the consumption of fish, the
incomes of fishermen would
plummet.)
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Another
pitfall
of
the standard advocacy of a
consumption tax is that the
proponents seem to think that
saving and investment are noble
things in and of themselves. But
the whole point of saving today,
is that you (or your heirs) get
to consume in the future. So yes,
technically the income tax biases
people toward saving less, but in
terms of economic theory this is
bad only because it moves people
away from their subjectively
desired timing of consumption
over their lifetimes. “Low
savings” aren’t objectively bad
(or good) outside of the context
of what individuals freely choose
in the absence of government
meddling.
In fact, we can use the same
logic of the typical tax reforms to
“prove” that an income tax is more
efficient than a consumption tax,
just by tweaking the assumptions.
If we assume people just earn
wages from their employers (and
don’t have the opportunity of
investing to earn interest income),
and if we assume that the major
choice the individual faces is to
either consume her income or to
donate it to charity, then out pops
the result that the consumption
tax is inferior. Under the income
tax, Jane’s $100,000 salary gets
dinged down to $90,000. But

then she can decide to spend
a $1,000 chunk of it either on
herself (buying clothes or going
on a trip), or she can donate
that $1,000 to funding cancer
research. Jane will allocate her
post-tax income so that the
subjective returns in her mind
are equalized between the two
competing categories.
However, a consumption
tax biases the outcome. Jane
retains full command over her
$100,000 paycheck. But if she
spends $1,000 on herself, she’s
hit with the consumption tax.
On the other hand, her donation
to medical research still brings
in the full $1,000 value. Thus
Jane ends up consuming less and
donating more.
Jane’s
bias
towards
philanthropy (or leaving more
to her heirs) strikes many people
as a good outcome, and it’s why
they favor a consumption tax.
However, there is no way to justify
such a policy in terms of economic
theory. It is paternalism, just as
surely as an excise tax on liquor. If
proponents want to frankly admit
that they want the government
to intervene in how people spend
their own money, so be it, but the
proponents of a consumption tax
shouldn’t fool themselves that theirs
is the obviously “efficient” policy.

The Promise and Pitfalls of Tax Reform
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Conclusion

The present tax code is
absurdly complex, filled with
loopholes and various brackets.
In fact it is so rotten that many
economists jump at the chance to
suggest win-win reforms, where
taxpayers are better off and yet
the government takes in more
total revenue.
We need to be wary of
such proposals. There are many
historical examples where the
government instituted a new
tax at a modest rate, only to jack
the rates up soon thereafter to
a degree that the public never
would have tolerated had they
known what was coming.
There are admittedly tax
codes that are better than others,
and people will understandably
clamor for one or the other out
of pragmatism. Yet we shouldn’t
forget that the only real solution
to our economic calamity is to
drastically reduce government
spending. No clever designs can
give us an “efficient” tax code
that will support the gargantuan
government in its present
configuration. If we focus on
liberating Americans’ from their
psychological dependence on Big
Government, the tax burden will
wither away almost automatically.
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what that was like? What are
some of the differences between
capitalism and communism that
outsiders wouldn’t even think of ?

Jozef Abrman was born
and raised in Czechoslovakia. He
studied at an electronics technical
trade school in Bratislava before
escaping to the United States, where
he started a construction company
with his brother Peter (who had
escaped a year after Jozef ). In 1983
Jozef moved to Monaco and became
a missionary with Trans World
Radio, broadcasting Christian
messages back to his communist
homeland. Since the collapse of
communism in 1989, Jozef and
his wife have lived in Trencin,
Slovakia as missionaries planting
churches and training pastors. They
are currently building a Christian
Youth Camp and Retreat Center,
which will also serve as a Bible
school and a Missionary training
facility. Jozef hosted Robert
Murphy and invited him to give a
presentation on the world economy
during Murphy’s recent visit to
Europe.
Lara-Murphy Report: Our
readers have read a lot about
communism, but you actually
lived under it. Can you tell us

Jozef Abrman: I lived in
Czechoslovakia for 19 years. It
was a life of fear, restrictions,
and constant brainwashing by
the media. People were afraid to
express their opinions or even say
a joke about the government or
political leaders. Many were put
in prison for many years just for a
joke that dishonored the system.
Anything that you said could be
used against you. A huge network
of spies was operating all over the
country and in every work place,
school, and even in the registered
churches.
As children, we had to sing
political songs in school and
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recite poems about the glories
of communism by heart. The
pictures of the well-known trinity
of Lenin, Marx, and Engels were
erected on top of many public
buildings and in every school.
Our teachers tried to convince
us that one day our society will
be spiritually so wonderfully
developed that we will need no
money when going to the store to
get food, and that everyone will
take home only what they needed.
We were taught that capitalism
was going through the very last
stage of rottenness before the
West accepts communism too.
Having lived on both sides
of the Iron Curtain, I perceive
many differences between life
under the two systems. For
example, even though there was
no freedom of speech or assembly
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in my country, you could walk
alone without any fear in a large
city long after midnight. The
crime was extremely low because
the punishment for it was severe.
I think that was good. Another
example: Since people were not
allowed to accumulate possessions
into private ownership, many
replaced this inner drive with
education. Their properties were
once taken from them, so they
decided to invest in their minds.
The acquired knowledge would
never be taken from them. This

attitude was passed on to their
children who became educated
and very well disciplined. That’s
why many who came out of
communist lands became very
successful in the West.
LMR: Most people have
a vague sense that communist
governments tend to crack down
on Christianity. You witnessed
that firsthand. Can you give
us some examples of how the
Czechoslovakian
government
punished Christians?
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JA:
Every communist
country had its own ways
of oppressing Christians. In
addition to that, every region
in a given country had its own
particular style of punishment.
My experience was, for example,
that none of my three brothers
was permitted to go to college.
My brother, Peter, would
successfully represent his school
in math and chemistry nationwide competitions. In spite of
his success, the government
made it clear to him and to all
of us, the siblings, that we were
“religiously burdened,” and so
unfit for further education. My
Dad worked as a pastor of an
underground church. His church
members would meet in various
homes in the region for worship
services. He also operated an
underground Bible distribution
ministry. We had a false ceiling in
the house where we would hide
and keep hundreds of Bibles that
we smuggled into the country
from other countries. It was only
a miracle he never got caught and
imprisoned for his activities.
Other pastors, like Mr.
Pavlovic, Hrdina, and others were
imprisoned for many years for
their faith and activities similar
to my father’s. Some of them, of
course, never got out alive. Many
church leaders as well as simple
church members suffered from a
severe psychological oppression.
They would be summoned to the
police station for questioning
and be kept there for days. Just
imagine the emotional trauma on
their wives and kids who did not
know if their husbands and dads
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would ever return home.

...communism
competes with
Christianity
spiritually.

When I was 15, a
government official told me
that I was no longer permitted
to attend a local school in my
hometown of Piestany. They sent
me to Bratislava, far from my
parents’ influence in hope that
I would lose my faith in God
there. My parents also organized
underground youth camps in
a beautiful recreational area of
Central Slovakia for 20 years. I
really believe that it was God’s
hand over my dad that he was
never reported to the authorities
and sentenced to prison for life.
LMR: Now that you’ve
given us some examples, can
you generalize and offer an
explanation for why communist
governments might have such fear
and/or hatred of Christianity?
Is there a systematic, logical
reason for their persecutions? Is
it simply that these governments
desire total allegiance, or is there
something else going on?
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JA: Well, communism and
Christianity are totally opposite
and irreconcilable ideologies.
First, one preaches the equal redistribution of wealth and the
destruction of private ownership.
The other, as stated in Jesus’
parable of the talents,(1.) shows
that a responsible and faithful
servant of his master’s resources
should be rewarded and entitled
to having much more than the
one who is lazy, irresponsible, or
unable to manage valuable assets.
This Bible principle cannot be
tolerated by communism.
COMMUNISM - INTERVIEW WITH JOZEF ABRMAN
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rules for the human society.
LMR: Can you tell us about
your escape from Czechoslovakia,
and your eventual move to the
United States?

Secondly,
communism
competes with Christianity
spiritually. We were offered a
“trinity” of Lenin, Marx, and
Engels to be inspired by. Their
huge pictures were placed on
many tall buildings all over
the country. They wanted us to
sing political hymns and recite
their verses and slogans such as,
“Lenin is alive—yesterday, today
and forever!” They talked much
of the blood that was shed for
our “freedoms.” Monuments to
the glory of their achievements
and victories were built all over
the land to remind us whose
example we should emulate.
They preached of a world to
come when there will be only a
harmonious communal existence
of all people, righteousness, peace
and joy. They said that the early
Christians tried to have all things
in common. The church failed to
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develop such a society but they
(the communists) will surely
succeed.
I remember that as a boy of
10 years of age I had to participate
in a Young Pioneers’ Ceremony
along with all of my classmates
where we were initiated into the
league for prospective candidates
for the Communist party. A
communist hymn was sung while
we all bowed down our heads and
received a red scarf on our necks.
We were asked to say a pledge
of allegiance. Communism is
simply a clear attack on God. It’s
just another way that people and
nations express their rebellion
against the Creator. I believe that
the effort to eliminate Christians
was about speeding up the
arrival of the kingdom that the
communists so much desired to
establish in defiance of God’s

COMMUNISM - INTERVIEW WITH JOZEF ABRMAN

JA: I dreamed about living
in freedom one day. This was
my vision that I would wake up
with each morning for many
years. However, it was normally
extremely difficult to get out of
the country. Some people flew to
neighboring Austria by means of
their homemade airplanes or hot
air balloons in the middle of a
foggy night. Some would try to
swim the violent Danube River
for many miles to be able to get
to Austria. Many were shot to
death as they tried to cross the
Iron Curtain.
However, in my case, I took
advantage of the fact that my
mother was born in Yugoslavia.
I just asked the local police
authority for permission to visit
that country. In the papers, I
stated that I wanted to visit my
mother’s birthplace as a reason
for the trip. The government
asked me to obtain 15 different
signatures and recommendations
from various institutions, such as
my school and my teachers, my
part-time employer, local police
station in Piestany and Bratislava,
the City library, my father’s
employer and many others. To
my utter surprise, I did receive
all the needed signatures and
recommendations. If I had failed
to receive even one, I would have
never been permitted to leave the
country. Once I was in Yugoslavia,
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On the other hand, they have learned
to adapt quickly and accept oppression
without making a lot of noise or fighting.
I contacted the Austrian Embassy
and asked for a transit visa to “get
back“ to Czechoslovakia through
Vienna. I was able to secure this
visa without any problem. Once
in Vienna, I got out of the train,
and applied for political asylum
at the American Embassy. Later
on, I flew to my new and precious
home, the United States of

America on November 4, 1980.
LMR: You are now a
missionary who has returned to
Slovakia, a small country that is
making world headlines recently
for its reluctance to approve a
bigger bailout for other Eurozone
governments. Of course people
have different views, but can you
try to summarize the average
Slovakian’s opinion on the euro
project and the financial crisis?
JA: This tiny country was
very excited when it became a
part of the Eurozone. On the
other hand, they felt like they
had no choice. They wanted to
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be a part of something bigger
and stable. Rather than looking
eastward (Ukraine, Russia) they
preferred the more developed
West. However, when the hidden
bubbles started to emerge and the
rules and laws of the Eurozone
started to be changed, they
were disappointed. The bailouts
were never a part of the original
contract with other EU countries.
The Slovaks are well known
to be very hard working people.
They are thrifty, responsible,
and they like to help others.
However, they will not tolerate
laziness and irresponsibility.
Even though Slovakia received
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much money for various projects
from EU funds through the
years, the average Slovak, whose
salary is lowest in the euro zone,
feels like they are now being
exploited. They are asked to help
bail out much stronger nations
than they are, nations that have
lived far beyond their means. The
Greek government, for example,
borrowed heavily and went on a
spending spree after it adopted
the euro. In respect to their
income, Slovaks pay one of the
highest taxes in the euro zone,

while being the second poorest
country here. Why then should
they feel responsible to bail out
the countries that have a much
higher standard of living and
comfort?
The Slovaks were dominated
by
Hungarians,
Austrians,
Germans, Czechs and the Soviets
in their long history in many
different ways and in some case
exploited for generations, so they
get defensive easily. On the other
hand, they have learned to adapt

Communism
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quickly and accept oppression
without making a lot of noise or
fighting. They are a very peaceful
nation. Having said all of that,
the majority of Slovak people
still are glad to be a part of EU,
and would not want to go back.
They greatly enjoy border-less
travel, no hassle with currency
exchange, and they hope that the
economic and political situation
will become manageable in the
future.
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NOVEMBER 10 • ST. LOUIS, Missouri

Lara and Murphy present Privatized Banking Seminar for Ameritime and e3 Wealth

2012
JANUARY 13 • HOUSTON, TEXAS
Murphy in Mises High School Seminar

JANUARY 14 • HOUSTON, TEXAS
Murphy at Mises Circle

FEBRUARY 9,10 • BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA
Lara and Murphy present at the IBC Think Tank

APRIL 20 • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Murphy and Lara will present at National Private Client Group

Some events may be closed to general public.
For more information email LMRevents@usatrustonline.com
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Private Jet?
maybe...

Private Beach?
one day...

Private Bank?
YES!
P R I VAT I Z E D B A N K I N G

usatrustonline.com

What you do with your money should be your
own business. Take the time to know how
you can become a privatized banker of your
money and create a platform for financial
success you don’t often (actually never) hear
about from the “experts” on cable news and
radio. You are going to make a difference
for your family for generations if you create
and maintain your own private bank. Private
financing can be your reality in a relatively
short time. Go to usatrustonline.com/store and
get the both of these books to learn how now.

